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a b s t r a c t
Different size effects and deformation mechanisms are revealed in α-titanium (Ti) single crystal
nanopillars orientated for [112̄ 0] and [0001] based on molecular dynamics simulations. The strength–
size relationship changes from “smaller is stronger” to “smaller is much weaker” when the width
of nanopillars reduces from 19 nm to 3 nm. The “smaller is much weaker” is attributed to that the
surface effect caused by a thermal vibration of surface atoms leads to the initiation and growth of surface
dislocations.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Plastic deformation behavior of titanium and its alloys in
micron- and sub-micron scales has attracted a considerable
research interest so far [1–5]. It has been widely accepted that
the sample size may exert signiﬁcant inﬂuence on mechanical
properties of materials in this scale. Direct experimental observation revealed the dependence of yield strength on sample size in
hexagonal-close packed (hcp) single crystals. In this scale, the
critical resolved shear stresses and deformation mechanisms are
sensitive to the specimen size. Yu et al. [1] studied the size effect of
Ti–5% Al single crystal on deformation twinning. It was reported
that the twinning stress signiﬁcantly increased when the pillar
diameter decreased to 1 μm below where twinning deformation
completely disappeared and was replaced by dislocation slip. Sun
et al. [5] investigated mechanical properties of [112̄ 0]-oriented Ti
submicro-pillars with effective diameter from 0.3 μm to several
microns under uniaxial compression. A pronounced size effect was
observed and approximate 16% of the theoretical strength was
achieved in Ti when the pillar diameter reduced to 300 nm.
However, Jin et al. [6] reported that mechanical strengths of submicron columnar cadmium (Cd) approached the theoretical
strength of Cd when the Cd structure size reduced to 0.1 μm. Both
Byer [7] and Lilleodden et al. [8] observed pyramidal and 〈c〉 type
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dislocation rather than twins in the deformed magnesium (Mg)
single-crystal pillars orientated for [0001] with approximate size
of 2–10 μm. In comparison, Ye et al. [9] reported twinning in
sub-micron Mg and Mg–0.2Ce alloy pillars using in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) compression testing. “smaller is
stronger” was displayed.
A great deal of work has been concentrated on “smaller is
stronger” size effect [10]. However, recently, “smaller is much
weaker” has been proposed in the nanoscale [11–13]. Schiøtz et al.
[12] reported an inverse Hall–Petch relationship in nanocrystal
copper using molecular dynamics simulation. The strength exhibits the maximum at a grain size of 10–15 nm. Tian et al. [11]
reported that strength–size relationship changed from “smaller is
stronger” to “smaller is much weaker” in single-crystal Tin (Sn)
samples, when the sample size reduced from 450 nm to 130 nm.
In our previous work [13], the “smaller is much weaker” has also
been predicted in Ti single-crystal nanopillars orientated for
double prismatic slips according to molecular dynamics simulations. These results indicate that there is a transition of strengthsize effect as the size decreases. In comparison with highly
symmetric cubic metals, the plastic deformation in hcp metal is
anisotropic. In particular, the inﬂuence of crystallographic orientation on the size effect and the deformation mechanisms of hcp
metal nanopillar remain unclear.
MD results show that grain boundary sliding dominates plastic
deformation when the grains size is less than the critical size in
nanocrystalline copper [12] and [0001] textured nanocrystalline Zr
[14]. Compared with grain boundary, free surface has the less
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constraint and therefore even the larger diffusivity than the
interior of crystal. Experimental results demonstrated that diffusional deformation replaced the displacive plasticity as the dominant deformation mechanism in single crystal Sn samples [11].
As the sample dimension decreases to the nanoscale, the free
surface can play an important role in dislocation nucleation
[15–17]. Frank-Read-like sources are no longer active; plasticity
should be surface dominated [18]. Weinberger et al. [19] uncovered the fundamental differences in deformation behavior
between face-centered cubic (fcc) and body-centered cubic (bcc)
nano-pillars using MD and dislocation dynamics (DD) simulations.
They suggested that the screw dislocations in bcc metals have the
relative lower mobility than those in hcp metal. The results were
also experimentally observed by Greer et al. and Brinckmann et al.
[20,21]. Dislocation nucleation mechanism from the free surface
was determined via MD simulations by Zhu et al. [22], who
developed a framework to describe the probabilistic nature of
dislocation nucleation from surfaces. Diao et al. [15] has demonstrated that surface stresses alone caused gold nanowire to transform from fcc structure to the body-centred-tetragonal (bct)
structure. The surface stress can be regarded as the driving force
for the phase transformation, reorientation and the yield strength
asymmetry [16]. This phenomenon has also demonstrated in the
bcc nanowires by Li et al. [23] and Cao et al. [24]. However,
previous works mainly focus on fcc and bcc materials. Little work
is on the hcp structure.
The purpose of this work is to characterize the inﬂuences of
sample size and crystallography orientation on the ultimate strength
and underlying deformation mechanisms in hcp Ti nanopillar using
the MD simulation.

2. Simulation method
We investigated the structure and mechanical properties of
single-crystalline nanopillars using MD simulations with the
many-body potential of the Finnis–Sinclair type by Ackland [25].
The Finnis–Sinclair many body potential is suitable for describing
the defect evolution in Ti single crystals during loading, since it
describes reasonably well physical properties of Ti according to the
calculation results of the energies of point defects, surfaces, elastic
constants and planar faults in the equilibrium structures. The
potential has been successfully employed to describe a variety of
defects, surfaces, twin boundary structures, and atomic interaction
in Ti [26,27].
The initial nanopillars with different crystallographic orientations were created out of a bulk hcp metal crystal. The computational supercell had the dimensions x – [11̄00], y – [112̄ 0] and
z – [0001], with the free surface boundary condition. In this study,
we focused on [112̄ 0] and [0001] oriented rectangle cross-section
nanopillars. The height-to-width ratio of all of the nanopillars
considered for the simulations was 2:1 and the dimension varying
from 3 nm to 19 nm. The single crystal nanopillars were compressed along [112̄ 0] and [0001], respectively. The conjugate
gradient algorithm was used to obtain an equilibrium state before
loading. The time step was 1.0 fs. A Nose´–Hoover thermostat was
used to maintain a constant temperature of 300 K during deformation in canonical ensemble, (constant atom number, volume
and temperature, NVT). The strain rate during loading was
1  108 s  1. Common neighbor analysis (CNA) [28] was used to
distinguish a variety of defects and atoms in (fcc-like) stacking
faults from hcp-coordinated atoms. MD calculations were conducted with the software LAMMPS [29] and snapshots of simulation result were processed by AtomEye [30].
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3. Results
3.1. Size effect of yield stress
In order to understand the size effects of yield stress of Ti nanopillar, a series MD simulation have been performed with various
nanopillar widths subjected to uniaxial compression along [112̄ 0]
and [0001] orientation, respectively. The yield stress is deﬁned as
the maximum uniaxial compressive stress. The snapshots of the
compressive deformation are captured to understand the yield
mechanism of nanopillar. For viewing inner defects, the front
and back surface and hcp atoms are not shown. The variety of
nanopillar shape and the evolution of interior defects are snapped
from different perspectives. The atoms were colored according to
common neighbor analysis (CNA [28]). Hcp atoms were colored
light blue; fcc atoms were colored with dark blue; defect and
surface atoms were colored with red.
Fig. 1 shows the uniaxial compressive yield stress as a function of
the width. The Ti [0001]-oriented nanopillar with the width of 12 nm
yields at a stress of about 7.6 GPa, and the yield stress declines to
6.39 GPa for the nanopillar width of 19 nm. It means that an inverse
linear relationship is displayed between the yield stress and the
sample widths when the pillar width is larger than the critical width
of 12 nm. In other words, the conventional size effect, “smaller is
stronger”, is demonstrated above the critical width of 12 nm. However, when the nanopillar width is less than 12 nm, the yield stress
continuously decreases from 7.16 GPa for the 11-nm nanopillar to
6.17 GPa for the 5-nm-wide nanopillar; thereby they demonstrate an
inverse size effect, i.e. the relationship between the yield stress and
the pillar width displays proportional when the width is less than
12 nm. When the Ti [0001]-oriented nanopilalrs width reduces from
19 nm to 5 nm, the relationship between yield stress and the pillar
width changes from “smaller is stronger” to “small is much weaker”
[11]. The same tendency is also displayed in the compressed Ti
[112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillars [13]. In comparison, the critical width of
the [112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillar is 7 nm, which is smaller than the
[0001]-oriented nanopillar. According to the linearly regression
results, the critical widths of the [0001]-oriented nanopillar and
the [112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillar are 12.8 nm and 7.0 nm, respectively.
3.2. Deformation mechanism
Fig. 2 shows snapshots of dislocation structure in the deformed
Ti [112̄ 0] nanopillars, when the width of pillars is less than 7 nm.
The dislocations with Burgers vector b1 and b2 initiated and grew

Fig. 1. The uniaxial compressive yield stress as a function of the width for the
[112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillars and the [0001]-oriented nanopillars.
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of [112̄ 0]-oriented Ti nanopillar under compressive loading for pillars with the width less than 7 nm. The b1 and b2 are the Burgers vectors of dislocations.

Fig. 3. Snapshots of [112̄ 0]-oriented Ti nanopillar under compressive loading when the pillar width is larger than 7 nm. The b1 and b2 indicate the Burgers vectors of
dislocations.

from the free surfaces. Two groups of dislocations propagated
̄
along (1̄010) [12̄10] and (0110)
[2̄110], respectively. In difference
with dislocation half loops formed in the pillars large than 7 nm,

dislocations in the form of planar dislocation bundles initiated and
propagated from the surface, as shown in Fig. 2(a–d). The Burgers
vectors are perpendicular to these dislocation lines, as shown in
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Fig. 2. Thus, the dislocations were determined to be main edgetype dislocations.
Fig. 3 illustrates the process of dislocations movement during
deformation, when the Ti [112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillar width is
larger than 7 nm. The dislocations nucleation site is indicated by
an arrow in Fig. 3(a). It is demonstrated that dislocations nucleate
̄
and grow from the top left corner along (1̄010) [12̄10] and (0110)
[2̄110] double prismatic slip planes with an angle of 1201 as the
plastic deformation progresses. The similar results were experimentally observed by Sun et al. [5] in the Ti single crystal pillar
with the size of 0.3–3 μm. This indicates that double prismatic
slips with Burger vectors b1 ¼a/3 [12̄10] and b2 ¼ a/3 [2̄110] were
activated under compression along [112̄ 0]. A group of dislocations
in the form of half loops initiated and propagated from the surface,
as shown in Fig. 3(a–d). This indicates that the multiplication and
growth of mixed types of dislocations took place inside pillars.
Finally, dislocations disappear on the surface.
The snapshots of the Ti [0001]-oriented nanopillars deformation are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. No compression twins were
observed at various widths. This is consistent with microcompression experimental and MD simulation results in the magnesium
̄
[7,8,31] and Ti–5% Al [1] (0001) single crystal. {101̄2} and {1011}
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twins can be activated under the c-axis tension, while compression twins will not occur when the c/a ratio of the hcp metal is less
than √3 [31,32]. MD simulation of compression deformation
shows that the pyramidal slip dominates compression behavior
in the nanoscale. The initial compressive yielding was found to be
mediated by the nucleation and propagation of the Shockley
partial dislocations with the Burgers vector of 1/2〈101̄2̄ 〉. When
the width of nanopillar is 9-nm, the partial dislocation initiated
from the corner and the surface at a compressive strain of 4.4%, as
is indicated by a blue arrow in Fig. 4(a). The simulation reveals that
two dislocations simultaneously nucleated and grew in the corner
̄ and (11̄01) pyramidal slip planes (Fig. 4
of pillar along the (1011)
(a–g)). The Burgers vectors were determined to be b1 ¼ 1/2.1/2
̄ ̄ ] based on the crystallographic analy[101̄2̄ ] and b2 ¼ 1/2.1/2[0112
sis [33]. The trailing partial dislocations with the Burger vectors
̄ ̄ ] þ 1/2.1/3
b3 ¼1/2.1/2[101̄2̄ ]þ 1/2.1/3[12̄10] and b4 ¼1/2.1/2[0112
̄
̄
[2110] nucleated from the corner and then combined to form the
̄ ̄3̄ 〉 and propagated on the (1011)
̄ and
unit dislocations b5 ¼ 1/3〈211
̄ [211
̄ ̄3̄ ]
(11̄01) slip planes. This indicates that pyramidal slips (1011)
and (11̄01) [12̄13̄ ] were activated under compression along [0001]
direction. Finally, these dislocations were absorbed by surface,
as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4(f–g). Strong dislocation

Fig. 4. Snapshots of [0001]-oriented Ti nanopillar under compressive loading for pillars with the width less than 12 nm. The b and b1–b4 indicate the Burgers vectors of the
unit dislocation and the partial dislocations, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of [0001]-oriented Ti nanopillar under compressive loading when the pillar width is larger than 12 nm. The b and b1–b5 indicate the Burgers vectors of the
unit dislocation and the leading partial dislocations, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

interactions did not happen due to the small sample size and
easily escape of dislocations to the nearby surfaces. As a result, slip
steps on the surface and defect cluster inside the pillar were
produced as indicated by two blue dotted squares in Fig. 4(h). The
sequential emission of the leading and trailing partial dislocations
was observed in the pillar when the width was greater than
12 nm. Fig. 5(a–h) illustrates typical snapshots of the deformed 15nm-wide pillar along the (101̄0) crystal plane. The dislocation
process can be expressed as
1
1
1
½1012 þ ½1210- ½21 1 3
2
6
3
1
1
1
½0112 þ ½21 10- ½1213
2
6
3
The trailing partial dislocation follows the leading one and
creates the observed full dislocation. Because of the high stored
elastic strain energy, once the plastic yielding starts, the shear can
be clearly observed in a plane representation, but no structural
defect is formed in the slip region after the pyramidal slip, leaving
multiple slip lines on the free surfaces and a dislocation-free state
inside the pillar. These surface defects are much localized stress

concentration sites, and the dislocation nucleation can occur more
easily when the width of pillar is greater than 12-nm. The partial
dislocations nucleated in these potential dislocation nucleation
sites, as indicated by the blue arrows in Fig. 5(e and g).
No strain hardening was observed at different widths of pillars
subjected to uniaxial compression along the [112̄ 0] and [0001]
orientation at 300 K. This indicates the lack of dislocation storage
mechanisms. As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, when a small amount of
dislocations nucleated, it rapidly glided away from its nucleation
site, and escaped the pillar through its surfaces. As shown in Fig. 5,
several dislocations nucleated from surface within a time shorter
than necessary for previous dislocations elimination, these dislocations tend to glide into the interior of pillar. But all of the
dislocations eventually were absorbed by their surfaces.

3.3. Size effect of strengthen coefﬁcient
According to homogenous nucleation theory, dislocation loops
could nucleate in the perfect crystal when the radius of a potential
nucleus exceeds the critical value, rc. The resolved shear stress
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needed to nucleate a dislocation loop can be expressed as [34]

τc ¼

Gb
2π r c

ð1Þ

where G is the shear modulus, b is Burgers vector. Dan Mordehai
et al. [35] calculated the critical compressive stress σ c , which is
deﬁned as the stress when the radius of dislocation loops expands
to the critical radius, rc, on the sample surface:

σc  R  n

ð2Þ

where R is the microparticle size, n is the exponent in the power
law decay of the yield stress with increasing the nanopillar width.
When the pillar width is larger than twice critical radius rc,
dislocation loop will be a stable nucleus and grow in the form of
arc-shaped dislocation during compressive loading. As a result,
different deformation mechanisms will be activated as the pillar
width decreases. The relationship between the compressive stress
and the nanopillar width R in dual-logarithm coordinates is shown
in Fig. 6(a). The MD results suggest that the exponent n ¼0.33 7
0.097 for the [0001]-oriented nanopillar, which is nearly consistent with n ¼0.3570.09 for [112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillar.
The yield stress increases with decreasing width when the
width of nanopillar exceeds the critical width. In comparison,
Fig. 6(b) reveals that, the exponent n for [112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillar is  0.41 70.065 smaller than  0.022 70.037 for the
[0001]-oriented nanopillar when the nanopillar width is less than
the critical width. The value of exponent n is negative, which

indicate that an inverse size effect, i.e. “smaller is much weaker” is
displayed. Although the general trend of decreasing yield strength
with decreasing pillar width is consistent, crystallography orientation effects on exponent n cannot be ignored. The yield strength of
[0001]-oriented nanopillar is obviously smaller than [112̄ 0]oriented. The critical width of the [0001] nanopillar (12 nm) is
greater than that of the [112̄ 0] nanopilar (7 nm).

4. Discussion
Dislocation slip and twinning are primary plastic deformation
modes of crystalline materials. As the sample dimension decreases
to the nanoscale, where Frank-Read-like source is no longer active,
plastic deformation transfers to be dominated by the surface due
to the high surface-to-volume ratio [36]. Dislocations easily escape
from the free surface. Consequently, the crystal becomes starved of
dislocation [37], resulting in a “dislocation-starved” state [35]. This
phenomenon was demonstrated with in situ TEM compressions of
Ni pillars [38]. The nanopillars in our MD simulations were originally dislocation-free. This is the same as mobile-dislocation-free
in the experiments. Therefore, the yield point is determined by
ﬁrst dislocation nucleation. The size effect should be associated
with the probability of dislocation nucleation on the free surface.
A model is used for dislocation loop nucleation in the elastic
strain ﬁeld.
In previous MD simulations work, we predicted that the
inverse size effect is attributed to the surface effect caused by a
thermal vibration of the surface atoms [13]. The surface effect
plays an important role in controlling the nucleation and growth
of the dislocation in the nanopliars [39]. The slip would nucleate
on the surface when the thermal vibrations reached the maximum. The relation between yield stress and thermal strain can be
expressed as [39]

σ y ¼ f ðεc  εtherm Þ

Fig. 6. The dependence of the compressive stress on the various widths: (a) greater
than critical width and (b) less than critical width.
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ð3Þ

where σy is yield stress, εc is critical atomic strain of slip
nucleation, and εtherm is thermal strain. The potential energy of
surface atom increases with the decrease of width, thermal
expansion pushes neighboring atoms further apart and weakens
their mutual interaction. Furthermore, the large activation entropy
on the surface is attributed to the weak atomic bonding caused by
thermal expansion and thermal softening [40], which results in
crystallographic planes to be easier to shear and signiﬁcantly
reduces the free energy barrier for dislocation nucleation.
As shown in the above results (Fig. 6), the reason why the
critical width and the strengthen coefﬁcient are different under
two orientations when the width of nanopillar is less than the
critical width (Fig. 6) is that the {0001} surfaces in hcp metals have
the lowest energy among all surfaces. For example, the calculated surface energy for {0001} and {112̄ 0} are 993 mJ m  2 and
1187 mJ m  2, respectively [24]. This difference in surface energy
causes the 〈112̄ 0〉-oriented nanopillar to have a lower energy and
to be more stable compared with the 〈0001〉-oriented nanopillar.
The potential energy differences of surface atoms as a function
of Ti nanopillar width between these two orientation nanopillars
are described in Fig. 7. The potential energy of the two orientation
nanopillars is computed after the system reaches their equilibrium
states through conjugate gradient energy minimization using
molecular statics [41]. The difference of potential energy primarily
results from the different energy density between {0001} and
{112̄ 0} surfaces. The average potential energy per atom rapidly
increases with decreasing width for each orientation because the
smaller nanopillars have the extreme high surface-to-volume
ratios when the sample size is less than critical width. The
[112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillar always have the lower energy levels
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the critical width is attributed to the difference of the surface
potential energy.
(3) The plasticity of the [112̄ 0]-oriented nanopillars is predominantly produced by the edge dislocation lines, which nucleate
on the surface when the pillar width is less than critical width.
The pyramidal 〈c þa〉 slip is the main deformation mechanism
in all [0001]-oriented nanopillars under compression loading.
No compression twins were observed.
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